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Abstract:  

Objective: Our goal is to gain insights into the user reviews of the three COVID contact-tracing mobile apps, developed for the different 
regions of the UK: "NHS COVID-19" for England and Wales, "StopCOVID NI" for Northern Ireland, and "Protect Scotland" for Scotland. 
Our two Research Questions (RQ) are: (1) What are the users’ experience and satisfaction levels with the three apps? and (2) What are 
the main issues (problems) that users have reported about the apps? 

Method: We assess the popularity of the apps and end-users’ perceptions, based on user reviews in app stores. We conduct three types 
of analysis (data mining, sentiment analysis and topic modeling) to derive insights from the combined set of 25,583 user reviews of the 
above three apps (submitted by users until the end of 2020). 

Results: Results show that end-users have been generally dissatisfied with the apps under study, except the Scottish app. Some of the 
major issues that users have reported are: high battery drainage and doubts on whether apps are really working.  

Discussion: Towards the end of 2020, the much-awaited COVID vaccines started to be available, but still, analysing the users’ feedback 
and technical issues of these apps, in retrospective, is valuable to learn the right lessons to be ready for similar circumstances in future. 

Conclusion: Our results show that more work is needed by the stakeholders behind the apps (e.g., apps' software engineering teams, 
public-health experts, decision makers) to improve the software quality and, as a result, the public adoption of these apps. For example, 
they should be designed to be as simple as possible to operate (need for usability). 
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SUMMARY  

What is already known? 

 As of January 2021, more than 64 countries and regions have developed contact-tracing apps to limit the spread 
of COVID-19 (COVID, for short). 

 Many articles in the academic literature and also the media have questioned the public adoption and quality of 
the COVID contact-tracing apps 

 By the end of 2020, more than 25,583 user reviews were submitted for the UK's three COVID contact-tracing 
mobile apps: "NHS COVID-19" for England and Wales, "StopCOVID NI" for Northern Ireland, and "Protect 
Scotland" for Scotland. 

What does this paper add? 

 In this paper, we derive empirical insights from the user reviews of the above three COVID contact-tracing apps 
 Our two Research Questions (RQ) are: (1) What are the users’ satisfaction levels with the three apps? and (2) 

What are the main issues (problems) that users have reported about the apps? 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As of January 2021, more than 64 countries and regions have developed contact-tracing apps to limit the spread of COVID-
19 (COVID, for short) [1].  

These apps use Bluetooth signals to log when smartphone owners (users) are close to each other; so if a user later tests 
positive for COVID, an alert can be sent to the other users that have recently been in close contact. Figure 1 shows several 
screenshots from an example app, depicting the typical features of these apps. 

In the UK, three different apps have been developed and publicized by the regional and national governments for different 
constituent countries: the NHS COVID-19 app (for England and Wales), StopCOVID NI app for Northern Ireland, and Protect 
Scotland app for Scotland. Reports1 indicate that the total cost of the NHS COVID-19 app alone is expected to top £35 million. 

The apps have been promoted as a promising tool to help bring the COVID outbreak under control. However, there are 
many articles in the academic literature [2] and also the media questioning the efficacy and public adoption of these apps. 
For example, a systematic review [3] of 15 studies in this area found that “there is relatively limited evidence for the impact of 
contact-tracing apps”. A news search for "what went wrong with UK contact-tracing apps" would return a few hundred hits.  

One cannot help but wonder the reasons behind low adoption of the apps by the general public in the UK and many other 
countries. The issue is a multi-faceted, complex and an interdisciplinary issue, as it relates to fields such as public health, 
behavioural science [4], epidemiology, information technology and software engineering. Since these apps are essentially 
software systems, we investigate them from a "software in society" lens [5] in this paper. Software in society means the role 
of position of software systems (e.g., mobile apps) in society, as they are used by billions of people in the society. Software 
systems  should be of high quality and should be usable / useful for end users who are mostly non-technical people. 

The software aspects of these apps are also quite diverse in themselves, e.g., whether the app software would work as 
intended (e.g., will it send the alerts to all the recent contacts?), and whether different apps developed by different countries 
will cooperate/integrate (when people travel between counties). A related news article reported that a large number of 
developers world-wide reported a large number of defects in the NHS app (bit.ly/FlawsInNHSApp). 

An interesting source of knowledge about the user experiences is through the availability of a large number of user reviews 
in the two major app stores: the Google Play Store for Android apps and the Apple App Store for iOS apps. A review often 
contains information about a user’s experience with the app and opinion of it, feature requests or bug reports [6]. Many 
insights can be mined by analysing the user reviews of these apps to figure out what end users think of contact-tracing 
apps, and that is what we analyse and present in this paper.  

The nature of our analysis is “exploratory” [7], as we want to extract insights from the app reviews which could be useful 
for different stakeholders, e.g., app developers, public-health experts, decision makers, and the public. The two Research 
Questions (RQ) that we explore are: (1) What are the users’ satisfaction levels with the three UK apps? and (2) What are the 
main issues (problems) that users have reported about the apps? While some studies [8] have shown that there may be 
some inherent negative bias in public app reviews (in app stores), many researchers [6] and practitioners are widely using 
app reviews to derive improvement recommendations on the apps. 

User feedback has long been an important approach for understanding the success or failure of software systems, 
traditionally in the form of direct feedback or focus groups and more recently through social media (e.g., tweets about a 
given app in Tweeter) and reviews submitted in app stores [9]. A systematic literature review (SLR) [6] of the approaches 
used to mine user opinion from app store reviews identified a number of approaches used to analyze such reviews and 
some interesting findings such as: correlation between app rating and downloads.  

Several related papers, similar to this work, have been published , e.g., a recent paper [10] focused on sentiment analysis of 
user reviews of the Irish app. Another recent paper [11] analysed the user reviews of apps of a set of 16 countries (UK was 
not included). The paper presented thematic findings on what went wrong with the apps, e.g., lack of citizen involvement, 
lack of understanding of technological context of users, and ambitious technical assumptions without cultural 
considerations.  

As another related work, we have published online a recent comprehensive technical report [12], by analysing the review 
data of nine European apps: (1) England and Wales, (2) Scotland, (3) Northern Ireland, (4) Republic of Ireland, (5) Germany, 
(6) Switzerland, (7) France, (8) Finland and (9) Austria. In this current paper, our goal is to go in depth and focus on the 
three UK apps. 
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In addition to the academic (peer-reviewed) literature, in the grey literature (such as news articles and technical reports), 
there are plenty of articles on the software engineering aspects of contact-tracing apps. For example, an interesting related 
news article was entitled: "UK contact-tracing app launch shows flawed understanding of software development”1. The article 
argued that: “In a pandemic, speed is critical. When it comes to developing high-quality software at speed, using open-source is 
essential, which other nations were quick to recognize”. The article also criticized the approach taken by the UK healthcare 
authorities in developing their app from scratch: “Countries such as Ireland, Germany, and Italy used open-source to build 
[develop] their own applications months ago. Sadly the UK did not follow suit, and wasted millions of pounds and hours of resources 
trying to build its own version.” 

Another motivating factor for this study is the consulting engagement of the first author in relation to the NI's StopCOVID 
NI app, in the summer 2020. Some of his activities included peer review and inspection of various software engineering 
artifacts of the app, e.g., design diagrams, test plans, and test suites; see page 13 of an online report by the NI's Health and 
Social Care (HSC) authority2. In the project, a need was identified to review and mine insights from user reviews in order 
to be able to make improvements in the app. 

In the rest of this paper, we first review our method and data collection approach, and then present the results of our 
analysis. We then conclude the paper with discussions and conclusions. 

[attached as a separate file] 

Figure 1- Screenshots of the Protect Scotland app’s user interface 

2 METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION  

To retrieve the review data of the three apps, we used a commercial app-analytics tool named AppBot (appbot.co). This is 
a widely used tool and, according to its website, is in use by companies such as Microsoft, Twitter, BMW, LinkedIn, and 
the New York Times. 

We conducted the data collection on Dec. 26, 2020. Therefore, all the reviews data of the apps until that date were included 
in our dataset. We provide all the data extracted and analysed for this paper in an online repository: 
www.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4059087. We also think that some readers may be interested to explore the dataset and 
reviews by their own and possibly conduct further studies like ours. To help with those, we have recorded and provide a 
brief (10-minute) video of live interaction with the dataset (to be analyzed in this paper) using AppBot, which can be found 
at: youtu.be/qXZ_8ZTr8cc. 

Table 1 lists the names, some key information, and descriptive statistics of both platform versions of the regional apps. Each 
app had received somewhere between 127 to 17,905 reviews, as of the data collection date.  

The number of versions since first release are quite different. The NHS app has had 16 updates while the NI and Scotland 
apps each had 6 updates only. This could have a variety of root causes, e.g., the NHS app team is more responsive to 
feedbacks and thus have updated it more often, or the app had more issues and thus had to be fixed more frequently.  

Table 1-The three apps and their descriptive statistics 

App OS First release date # of downloads 
(est.) 

Versions since first 
release 

Reviews (so far) 
# of 

reviews  
Avg. 
stars  

NHS COVID-19 
Android 

August 13, 2020 12,500,000+3 16 
17,905 2.8 

iOS 6,021 2.7 

Protect 
Scotland 

Android September 10, 
2020 

1,270,000+4 6 
1,018 3.8 

iOS 195 3.2 

StopCOVID NI 
Android 

July 28, 2020 375,000+5 6 
317 2.8 

iOS 127 2.3 

Given the different scale of downloads for the three apps (Table 1), we wondered about their correlations with regions' 
population sizes. We visualize each region's population versus the number of downloads and reviews as XY plots in Figure 

                                                           
1 www.verdict.co.uk/contact-tracing-app-launch/  
2 covid-19.hscni.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Expleo-StopCOVIDNI-Closure-Report-V1.0.pdf 
3 www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-54326267  
4 prod.news.stv.tv/scotland/more-than-a-million-download-scotlands-tracing-app  
5 play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=net.hscni.covidtracker 
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2. We observe reasonable correlations between each pair of the metrics, i.e., for a region with a larger population, as one 
would expect, there are more downloads and more reviews.  

We show two scatter plots in Figure 2 depicting the population to download, and download to reviews ratios for the three 
apps, i.e., a download per 4.7 citizens on average for the NHS app. This metric is 4.3 and 5.1, respectively, for the Scotland 
and NI apps. One could analyse such slight differences based on the level of healthcare authorities' aggressiveness in 
publicity and/or social fabric of each region, but we do not investigate them further as we want to instead focus on technical 
(IT) aspects in this work. 

[attached as a separate file] 

Figure 2- Region populations versus # of downloads (estimated) and reviews 

3 RESULTS 

We present the results in the next two sub-sections.  

3.1 USERS’ EXPERIENCE AND THEIR SATISFACTION WITH THE APPS 

Our first exploratory analysis is to assess the ratios of users which, as per their reviews, have been happy or unhappy with 
the apps. 

To gauge satisfaction with an app, the built-in rubric of app stores is “stars”, a rating feature also used in many other online 
systems, such as Amazon. A user can choose between 1 to 5 stars, when s/he submits a review as well as optionally provide 
text. Another more sophisticated way to derive users’ satisfaction with an app is to look at the positive/negative "sentiment" 
score of their textual reviews. Sentiment analysis [13] refers to the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to 
systematically quantify the affective state of a given text. Our chosen tool (AppBot) derives four possible types of sentiments 
for a given review text: positive, negative, neutral, and mixed sentiment. “Neutral” reviews lack strong sentiment, e.g., "I 
have used this app". “Mixed” reviews have conflicting sentiment (both positive and negative).  

We show in Figure 3 the distribution of reviews’ sentiment categories and also the distribution of stars in the dataset. We 
show both a 100% stacked-bar and a stacked bar of absolute values for the stars.  

We can see from these charts and also the average stars of each app (Table 1) that users are generally dissatisfied with the 
apps under study, except the Scottish app. Based on the average stars metric, the Scottish app is the highest starred (3.8 and 
3.2 out of 5). The NHS and NI apps have received 2.75 and 2.55 out of 5 respectively, on average.  

One would wonder about the factors that have led to the Scottish app be ranked the highest in terms of stars. Reviewing a 
subset of its reviews reveals that the app is quite effective and easy to use, e.g., one user said: “Brilliant app. It collects zero 
personal data, no sign ups, no requirement to turn on location, nothing! All you have to do is turn on Bluetooth, that's it.” 
(bit.ly/ScoAppPosReview).  

We would expect that stars and the reviews’ sentiments would be correlated, i.e., if a user leaves a 1 star for an app, s/he 
would most probably leave a negative (critical) review. We show in Figure 3-(d) a scatter-plot of those two metrics, in which 
6 data points correspond to both versions of the three apps under study. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the two 
measures is 0.97, thus showing a strong correlation.  

[attached as a separate file] 

Figure 3- Distribution of review stars, and review sentiment categories 

3.2 THE MAIN ISSUES THAT USERS HAVE REPORTED ABOUT THE APPS 

As per Table 1, the three apps have in total more than 25,000 reviews, and thus, manual analysis of such a large and diverse 
textual feedback was not an option. The AppBot tool provides features such as word clouds and "topic modeling" to make 
sense of review texts, which we show in Figure 4. Topic modelling is an NLP-based statistical semantic technique for 
discovering the abstract "topics" that occur in a given textural dataset. We also include in Figure 4 the AppBot tool’s user-
interface, as a glimpse into how it works.  

Words in the word clouds of Figure 4 are coloured according to the sentiment of the review in which they are contained; 
green for positive sentiments, grey for neutral, yellow for mixed, and red for negative sentiments.  

In the topic models of Figure 4, we can see that certain issues have varying degrees of sentiment (positive or negative) in 
different apps. Topics are ordered by the number of "mentions" (occurrence) in reviews. For example, with the NHS app, 
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"Design & UX" was widely discussed in negative sentiments by the users. A valuable feature of AppBot is that it groups 
the topics under similar groupings, e.g., topics such as "bugs" and "Design & UX" occur in almost all three topic models.  

We review next a subset of the common problems reported for all three apps, and then some of the issues reported for each. 

[attached as a separate file] 

Figure 4- Word cloud, sentiment analysis and topic modeling of the app reviews 

Common problems reported for all three apps: 

One major issue reported by users is the lack of “interoperability” between the apps, i.e., if a user from one nation of the 
UK visits another, the app will not record the contact IDs in the new region and in case of entering a positive COVD result, 
the app will not notify those contacts. This issue has been reported in a large number of reviews, e.g.: 

 "Complete and utter waste of space. Only works if I come into contact with someone else using the same backstreet application, 
who has managed to get tested without being turned away, and inputs a code into their app. If I bump into someone from 
England, Wales, Ireland, or anywhere else for that matter with COVID-19 then this app does diddly squat - What's the 
point??"1 

Also a number of users, understandably, compared the features of the three apps, and complained about one of them not 
having the feature provided by another UK-based app, e.g., a review of the Scottish app was: 

 “Looks great, easy to use but oh how they missed out some useful features such as a [NHS] Covid-19 [app’s] alert state notifier, 
scanning business QR Codes, etc. so user's data needn't be handed over in pubs, etc.” 2 

One of the frequent words with negative sentiment for NHS and NI apps was “notifications” which appeared in more than 
2,000 negative reviews, e.g.: 

 “Want to get people to uninstall it? Don’t produce audible notifications you haven’t been exposed this week at 6am on a Fri 
morning, waking people up”3 

 “I am getting a warning that exposure notifications may not work for the area I am in. As this is Northern Ireland I am unclear 
why it is saying this. The exposure log does not appear to have made any checks since early August. This does not give 
confidence that the app is working properly. I do hope the designers are reading these reviews as this appears to be a recurring 
issue”4 

Lesson learned/recommendations: There seems to be rather trivial usability issues with some of the apps (e.g., the case of 
exposure notification errors). This raises the question of the inadequate usability testing of the apps and possibility of 
releasing them on a “rush”.  

NHS COVID-19 app: 

As visualized in Figure 4, one of the frequent words with negative sentiment for this app was “code” which has appeared 
in 2,604 of the 13,803 (18.8%) negative reviews. This phrase referred either to a QR code which is used in the app to identify 
physical locations, e.g., restaurants; or the code (ID) of users who want to enter their positive/negative test results in the 
app. There were a great number of criticisms, and the followings are some examples: 

 Well, as a business we are directed to register for track and trace. Having registered for a QR code and subsequently printed said 
code. I thought, in good naval tradition, 'Lets give it a test before we put the poster up'. So download the app from Play Store. 
Scanned the code and a message pops up 'There is no app that can use this code'. Next move, open the application. What do we 
find!! Currently only for NHS Volunteer Responders, Isle of White and Newham residents'. What is the point of publicizing this 
if it does not have basic functionality? Measure twice cut once.... Also there should be an option for no Star as it appropriate for 
this application!5 →  Poor alignment of publicity timing   

 QR location doesn't seem to work for me. Used a standard QR reader on my phone and it took me straight to venue but the QR 
reader in the app said QR code not recognized.6 →  Poor testing of that software module 

                                                           
1 appbot.co/apps/2437310-protect-scotland/reviews/1957885880/ or directly in Google Play store: 
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=gov.scot.covidtracker&hl=en_GB&reviewId=gp%3AAOqpTOHVDLw1vCASIapQQmiyem1xyhXCw4SQBcOP
dRXy0v1YPz95_hcZ5CUz7kWFe8004v5TbARTEjYyuEJoGw 
2 appbot.co/apps/2437310-protect-scotland/reviews/1961498492  
3 appbot.co/apps/2392818-stopcovid-ni/reviews/1950428641  
4 appbot.co/apps/2392818-stopcovid-ni/reviews/1950428665  
5 appbot.co/apps/2411517-nhs-covid-19/reviews/1951839432  
6 appbot.co/apps/2411517-nhs-covid-19/reviews/1994520039  
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  “I move about a lot with my job. I can’t change the post code to the area I'm in unless I uninstall the app”1 → The need for better 
software requirements engineering   

Lesson learned/recommendations: Reviews reveal that not enough testing has been done on all possible types of QR codes. 

StopCOVID NI app: 

Many users reported having problems installing the app. Many of those complaints were about the incompatibility of the 
apps with certain (mostly older) phone models. For example, one review was: “Tried to download on an elderly relative's 
Samsung phone but the app isn't compatible. Nowhere can I find a list of compatible devices or Android versions. Sadly the app won't 
help the most vulnerable”2. 

Lesson learned/recommendations: A large number of users reported issues related to mobile device "fragmentation", i.e., 
the app being incompatible with older phone models. To maximize the installation coverage of the apps, it was important 
to make the apps compatible with as many devices as possible.  

Protect Scotland app: 

One of the common words with negative sentiments for the app is “people”, which appeared in 99 of the 1,249 negative 
reviews, e.g.: 

 “Think about this... What's the point unless 100% of people have this app? I could be in a supermarket with 100 people. One 
person has Covid-19 in said Supermarket, but is the only one who does not have the app. That person inflects several people, 
but they won't know where they caught it - because that one person didn't have the app”3: the user stresses the need for 
wide adoption of the app, which is a valid issue. 

Just like for other apps, there were also multiple reviews about high battery usage and other issues related to when the 
phone’s Bluetooth is on, e.g.: 

 “This app requires Bluetooth to be permanently on. A real battery killer, I also get bombarded by nearby devices that see my 
Bluetooth is on. Google location is accurate to around 1m, why is this not enough? Uninstalled until something better comes 
up”4. 

4 DISCUSSIONS 

We believe that our work in this paper makes useful contributions to the literature on this topic, by presenting a comparative 
analysis what users think of the UK’s three COVID-19 contact-tracing apps. 

Our results provide various lesson learned, recommendations and implications to different stakeholders of the apps (e.g., 
software developers of the apps, and public-health experts managing the develop projects): (1) The end-users are generally 
dissatisfied with the apps under study, except the Scottish app. This issue is perhaps the most clear and the most important 
message of our study, which should be investigated by stakeholders; (2) Future studies could look into what factors has 
made the Scottish app be different than others in the pool of apps under study. That could a research question (RQ) to be 
studied by researchers in future works; and (3) Contact-tracing apps should be designed to be as simple as possible to 
operate (for usability), as we cannot expect layperson citizens to review the online Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) pages 
of the app to properly configure it, especially for a safety-critical health-related app. 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

The initial exploratory analysis of COVID contact-tracing app reviews reported in this paper is only a starting point. As the 
COVID pandemic has paralyzed most of the life and businesses around the globe, contact-tracing apps, if developed and 
managed properly, may have the potential to help bring the COVID outbreak under control. It is vital for governments and 
health authorities, including those in the UK, to develop and offer effective apps that all citizens can use.  

Mining user reviews of contact-tracing apps seem like a useful analysis towards providing insights to various stakeholders, 
e.g., app developers, public-health experts, decision-makers, and the public. Of course, such an analysis and software 

                                                           
1 appbot.co/apps/2411517-nhs-covid-19/reviews/1993233064  
2 appbot.co/apps/2436851-stopcovid-ni/reviews/1950429102  
3 appbot.co/apps/2437310-protect-scotland/reviews/1951729752  
4 appbot.co/apps/2437310-protect-scotland/reviews/1951722760 
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engineering aspects can only provide some pieces of the "big picture". Therefore, collaborations with other important 
disciplines, including public health and behavioural science [4] shall be continued. 
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